QUOTES
Episode 021
1. “Why not go out on a limb? That’s where the fruit is!” — Mark Twain
2. “We’ll know our disinformation program is complete when everything the American
public believes is false.” —William Casey, CIA Director (1981)
3. “Contradiction is a bad mark of truth: many certain things are contradicted; many false
things pass uncontradicted. Contradiction is not a mark of falsehood, nor the lack of
contradiction a mark of truth.” —Blaise Pascal, French philosopher and mathematician
(17th century)
4. “I would rather have questions that can’t be answered than answers that can’t be
questioned.” — Richard Feynman, theoretical physicist (1918-1988)
5. “The state must declare the child to be the most precious treasure of the people. As
long as the government is perceived as working for the benefit of the children, the
people will happily endure almost any curtailment of liberty and almost any
deprivation.” —Adolf Hitler
6. “Our senses enable us to perceive only a minute portion of the outside world.” —
Nikola Tesla
7. “I care not what puppet is placed upon the throne of England to rule the Empire on
which the sun never sets. The man who controls Britain’s money supply controls the
British Empire, and I control the British money supply.”
—Nathan Rothschild (1777-1836)
8. “The first action to be taken is to pull ourselves together. If we are going to be
destroyed by an atomic bomb, let that bomb, when it comes, find us doing sensible
and human things -- praying, working, teaching, reading, listening to music, bathing the
children, playing tennis, chatting to our friends over a pint and a game of darts—not
huddled together like frightened sheep and thinking about bombs.” —C. S. Lewis
9. “The man who reads nothing at all is better educated than the man who reads nothing
but newspapers.” —Thomas Jefferson
10. “Doctors are men who prescribe medicines of which they know little, to cure diseases of
which they know less, in human beings of whom they know nothing.” — Voltaire,
French writer, historian, and philosopher (1694-1778)
11. “Don’t take life too seriously. You’ll never get out alive!” —Bugs Bunny
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12. “Humans are hackable animals. The whole idea that humans have this soul or spirit, and
they have free will, and ‘nobody knows what’s happening inside me, so whatever I
choose, whether in the election or in the supermarket, this is my free will’—that’s over.”
—Yuval Noah Harari, Israeli professor, historian, philosopher (speaker at Davos and
WEF and has met with several prominent heads of state)
13. “If science was never questioned, you’d still be drinking cocaine, giving kids cough
syrup with heroin, spraying people with DDT, and smoking the cigarette brand your Dr.
recommended.” — thatpatriotmom on Twitter
14. ”If something doesn't add up based on common sense or what happened in the past, I
feel like there's a responsibility, especially on people who have power over us, to
address those and to tell us the truth.” —Karis Pratt, Awake the Iron Episode #001
15. “Government is not a problem solver, but a problem multiplier.” —Ron Paul

HONORABLE MENTION / BONUS QUOTES
•

“There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is proof against all
arguments and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting ignorance. That principle
is contempt prior to investigation.”
—Herbert Spencer, British philosopher and sociologist (Victorian period)

•

“Don’t just teach your children to read . . . teach them to question what they read.
Teach them to question everything.”
—George Carlin, comedian/actor (1937-2008)

•

“Unless we put medical freedom into the Constitution, the time will come when
medicine will organize into an underground dictatorship... To restrict the art of healing.”
—Benjamin Rush

•

“It is the fortune of a free people not to be intimidated by imaginary dangers.” —
Patrick Henry

•

“It is terrible to contemplate how few politicians are hanged.”
—G.K. Chesterton

•

“Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity; and I’m not sure about the
universe.” —Albert Einstein

•

“Maybe in order to understand mankind, we have to look at the word itself. Basically,
it’s made up of two separate words—‘mank’ and ‘ind.’ What do these words mean? It’s
a mystery, and that’s why so is mankind.” —Jack Handey
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